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In the cavity-QED architecture, photon number fluctuations from residual cavity photons cause
qubit dephasing due to the AC Stark effect. These unwanted photons originate from a vari-
ety of sources, such as thermal radiation, leftover measurement photons, and crosstalk. Using a
capacitively-shunted flux qubit coupled to a transmission line cavity, we demonstrate a method that
identifies and distinguishes coherent and thermal photons based on noise-spectral reconstruction
from time-domain spin-locking relaxometry. Using these measurements, we attribute the limiting
dephasing source in our system to thermal photons, rather than coherent photons. By improving
the cryogenic attenuation on lines leading to the cavity, we successfully suppress residual thermal
photons and achieve T1-limited spin-echo decay time. The spin-locking noise spectroscopy technique
allows broad frequency access and readily applies to other qubit modalities for identifying general
asymmetric non-classical noise spectra.

Superconducting cavity modes are widely used in
quantum information processing for mediating two-qubit
interactions, reading out qubits, storing information, and
even acting as qubits [1–4]. Each added cavity can also
introduce additional channels for qubit relaxation and de-
phasing [5–8]. For example, photon number fluctuations
in the cavity cause qubit dephasing due to a photon-
number-dependent frequency shift of the qubit, the AC
Stark effect, which is considered a major source of de-
coherence in state-of-the-art systems [9]. For cooling or
reseting cavities [10–12], it remains challenging to iden-
tify and suppress unwanted cavity photons at the level
demanded by fault-tolerant applications. These residual
cavity photons arise from a variety of sources, e.g. ther-
mal microwave photons from blackbody radiation that is
improperly attenuated or filtered in the cryogenic envi-
ronment [13]. Additionally, unwanted coherent photons
can remain in the cavity following readout or from mi-
crowave crosstalk in a multi-qubit system [5, 14]. The dis-
tinction between thermal and coherent photons has been
measured by either spectroscopically resolving photon-
number states of the qubit [15, 16] or by characterizing
the dependence of qubit dephasing on the mean photon
number n̄ [17] in the regime where qubit-cavity dispersive
coupling χ is much stronger than the photon loss rate κ
and where the mean photon number is sufficiently large
(n̄>∼1). However, in the operating regime more relevant
to quantum information processing applications, where
the coupling is relatively weak (2χ<∼κ) and the residual
photon number is small (n̄� 1), it becomes challenging
to differentiate photons from uncontrollable coherent and
thermal sources.

An alternative approach to characterizing and identi-
fying a random process is the direct measurement of its
power spectral densities (PSDs). There are several ways
to perform noise spectroscopy [18–24], depending on the

frequency range of interest and the system properties.
To measure noise within a band of 0.1-100 MHz which
is relevant to dephasing in superconducting qubits, the
spin-locking – also called T1ρ – noise-spectroscopy tech-
nique was demonstrated in our previous works [9, 25]
and proved to be advantageous, because it takes advan-
tage of robustness against low-frequency noise that is in-
herent in driven evolution, and it features a relatively
straightforward relaxometry analysis with fewer assump-
tions than free-evolution techniques [21]. However, the
previous works were limited to classical spectra, and a
general non-classical spectrum – evident as an asymmet-
ric noise spectrum with respect to zero frequency [26] –
has not yet been demonstrated in the classical equilib-
rium limit (h̄ω� kBT , where T is temperature. Typi-
cally, T ≈ 50 mK for superconducting qubits). We note
that such an asymmetric spectrum has recently been
measured in the large-frequency regime (≥ 1 GHz) [27].
Developing such a complete characterization technique
enables studies with both fundamental and practical sig-
nificance, e.g., for metrology, non-equilibrium dynam-
ics, qubit noise correlations, and environmental engineer-
ing [28]. The spin-locking protocol has also been demon-
strated in coherence characterization [29], active cool-
ing [30], and magnetic sensing [31].

In this Letter, we extend the spin-locking noise spec-
troscopy technique to the case of non-classical (two-sided,
emission and absorption) noise spectra, and demonstrate
it with engineered coherent and thermal photon noise.
To the qubit, the engineered noise photons generated by
a coherent source exhibit a Lorentzian-shaped spectrum
centered at the frequency detuning between the cavity
and the drive. Such an asymmetric spectrum is clearly
traceable to the non-equilibrium, engineered-noise envi-
ronment, even when the system is operated in the classi-
cal equilibrium (low-frequency) limit. The spectral width
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of coherent photon noise is half that of the corresponding
spectral width for thermal photons, due to the difference
in their correlation times. Using this technique, we find
that the photon noise limiting our qubit dephasing origi-
nates from thermal sources. By improving the cryogenic
attenuation in our experiment, we obtain a spin-echo de-
cay time T2Echo near the 2T1 limit.

Our test device (Fig. 1a) is a superconducting capac-
itively shunted flux qubit (CSFQ) embedded in a copla-
nar transmission line cavity. Details about the design
and fabrication of this device can be found in [9]. The
sample is tested in a dilution refrigerator at a base tem-
perature of 20 mK. The cavity, which is symmetrically
over-coupled at the input and output port, has a cen-
ter frequency ωc/2π ≈ 8.26 GHz and decay rate κ/2π ≈
1.69 MHz. The qubit is biased at its flux-insensitive point
(transition frequency ωq/2π ≈ 3.70 GHz) and is capac-
itively coupled to the cavity, resulting in an effective
dispersive coupling between the qubit and cavity (cou-
pling strength χ/2π ≈ 0.31 MHz). An rf signal (ωro)
near the cavity frequency is used to read out the qubit
state (Fig. 1b). Within the rotating-wave approxima-
tion [25, 30], a qubit drive (ωqb) creates an effective two-
level system in the rotating frame with a transition fre-
quency equivalent to the Rabi frequency Ω. The Hamil-
tonian with resonant qubit drive (ωqb = ωq) can be ex-
pressed as

H/h̄ = Ω σ̂z/2 + χ â†â σ̂x + ωc â
†â , (1)

where σ̂z is the Pauli operator in the new eigenbasis de-
fined by the Rabi drive field, and â†(â) is the cavity pho-
ton creation(annihilation) operator. The photon number
operator is then n̂ = â†â. Eq. (1) indicates that photon
number fluctuations – the same noise that dephases the
original qubit in the lab frame – now transversely couple
to the dressed qubit and result in energy exchange. This
shows that a random process may affect a quantum sys-
tem differently depending on the control protocol. Con-
sidering only lab-frame relaxation processes (relaxation
rate Γ1 = 1/T1) and photon noise, we can relate the
dressed qubit’s relaxation/emission rates, Γ↓ρ and Γ↑ρ,
to the noise PSD using Fermi’s Golden Rule,

Γ↓ρ = χ2 Snn(ω = Ω) + Γ1/4 , (2)

Γ↑ρ = χ2 Snn(ω = −Ω) + Γ1/4 , (3)

where Snn(ω) =
∫∞
−∞ dτ e−iωτ 〈n̂(0)n̂(τ)〉 is the photon

noise PSD. For simplicity, we will omit the subscript “nn”
throughout the rest of the manuscript. We emphasize
that the fluctuating variable n̂ is a quantum operator,
and its autocorrelation function C(τ) = 〈n̂(0)n̂(τ)〉 may
be complex, or equivalently, its fourier transform asym-
metric, S(ω) 6= S(−ω). This is in contrast to classical
noise, for which the above operator n̂ is replaced with a
classical variable n, such that C(τ) is manifestly real and,
thus, the power spectrum S(ω) = S(−ω) is symmetric.

In this work, the engineered noise from a coherent-state
cavity photon serves as a non-equilibrium qubit environ-
ment, leading to an asymmetric photon noise spectrum.
In contrast, for an environment in thermal equilibrium,
the noise spectrum would be symmetric in the classical
limit (kBT� h̄Ω) and asymmetric in the quantum limit
(kBT� h̄Ω).
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FIG. 1. Simplified measurement schematic and noise
generation. (a) Device and measurement setup. A CSFQ is
capacitively coupled to a λ/2 transmission line cavity. Besides
qubit control (red) and readout (black) pulses, a weak, uni-
form, cavity drive (green) is applied to create a coherent state.
To mimic thermal photon noise, we amplitude-modulate this
drive with a broadband white noise (blue). (b) Microwave
implementation of experiment. The qubit control sequence
executes the spin-locking protocol, during which the photon
noise generation signal is kept on. A strong readout pulse fol-
lows for dispersively measuring the qubit state. (c) Schematic
diagram of coherent/thermal photon noise generation. The
black curve indicates the cavity response. A single-frequency
drive creates coherent photons in the cavity. A broadband
noise (bandwidth�κ) mimics the thermal photon noise [32].
(d) Schematic of coherent/thermal photon noise spectrum.
Coherent photons produce a noise spectrum symmetric with
respect to ω = −∆, and generally lead to unequal emission
and absorption spectral densities (red bars), and hence un-
equal relaxation and excitation rates for the dressed qubit
(inset). Thermal photons produce a symmetric spectrum, and
the width is twice that of coherent photons.
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In the experiment, we engineer both coherent and
thermal photon noise environments to study their dif-
ferences (Fig. 1c). Coherent photon noise is generated
by sending a coherent tone at frequency ωd (ωd ∼ ωc)
to drive and maintain a coherent state in the cavity.
The corresponding photon-number correlation function
is Ccoh(τ)= n̄ e−i∆τ−κ|τ |/2 + n̄2, where ∆=ωd−ωc is the
frequency detuning of the coherent drive from the cav-
ity [1, 26]. Thermal photon noise is mimicked by gener-
ating a broadband white noise (bandwidth=80 MHz) ex-
tending well beyond the cavity linewidth [15]. The corre-
sponding photon-number correlation function is Cth(τ)=
(n̄2 +n̄) e−κ|τ |+n̄2 [33]. In the limit of small n̄, these two
correlation functions differ only by a factor of 2 in the cor-
relation time. For coherent photons, the dominant term
in the correlation function is the fluctuating field opera-
tor contracted with a coherent field – effectively a clas-
sical field – and the resulting correlation function decays
at rate κ/2. In contrast, for the thermal photon noise
case, the leading term is the contraction of the fluctuat-
ing field operator with itself, and this results in a corre-
lation function with rate κ. This characteristic difference
is also reflected in their corresponding Fourier transforms
(Fig. 1d),

Scoh(ω) = n̄
κ

(ω + ∆)2 + (κ/2)2
, (4)

Sth(ω) = (n̄2 + n̄)
2κ

ω2 + κ2
, (5)

for ω 6= 0. Both spectra are Lorentzian-shaped and in-
crease with the mean photon number (linearly if n̄�1).
There are two notable differences between Eq. (4) and
(5). First, the spectrum Scoh(ω) for coherent photons is
centered around ω=−∆, indicating an asymmetric noise
spectrum and, hence, emission and absorption rates that
are not equal to one another in general. Second, the
width of the spectral distribution with thermal photons
is twice that with coherent photons (HWHM: κ vs. κ/2),
reflecting the difference in their correlation times. Note
that Eqs. (4-5) are only strictly valid when the qubit
dispersive shift is small relative to the cavity decay rate
(χ � κ). Theories about the generalized case are dis-
cussed in Ref. [14, 34].

We perform spin-locking noise spectroscopy to measure
the noise PSDs in the frequency range near the cavity de-
cay rate κ. The implemented spin-locking pulse sequence
comprises three pulses (Fig. 1b). Following a π/2-pulse
about the −Y axis, a constant drive along the X axis
locks the qubit state for a variable duration (conventional
rotating-frame X/Y notation applies here). The locking
X-pulse also defines the dressed quantization axis (de-
noted by the z axis as in Eq. (1)). The longitudinal
polarization 〈σz〉 decays at rate Γ1ρ = Γ↓ρ + Γ↑ρ dur-
ing the locking period. A final π/2-pulse about the Y
axis projects the remaining polarization onto the mea-
surement axis. By varying the length of the constant

drive, we record the decay of the z-polarization. Follow-
ing Eqs. (2-3) and in steady-state, we have

S̄(Ω) =
S(Ω) + S(−Ω)

2
=

1

2χ2

(
Γ1ρ(Ω)− Γ1

2

)
, (6)

〈σss
z (Ω)〉 =

S(Ω)− S(−Ω)

S(Ω) + S(−Ω)
, (7)

where S̄(ω) =
∫∞
−∞ dτ e−iωτ 1

2 〈n̂(0)n̂(τ) + n̂(τ)n̂(0)〉 is
the symmetrized PSD (by definition) and 〈σss

z (Ω)〉 is the
steady-state z-polarization. Therefore, the noise PSDs
can be extracted from the T1ρ decay functions at exper-
imentally feasible Rabi frequencies.

In noise measurements using a coherent driving state,
we record the spin-locking decay (Fig. 2a) at various Rabi
frequencies Ω and detunings ∆. The value of Ω for a
given drive amplitude is determined in a separate Rabi
experiment (not shown). The traces are fit to an ex-
ponential decay, allowing us to extract Γ1ρ(Ω,∆), hence
S̄(Ω,∆), and 〈σss

z (Ω,∆)〉. Note that the generated noise
spectrum is also parametrized by ∆, as indicated by the
second argument. Using Eq. (6), the decay constant is
converted to S̄(Ω,∆) and plotted in Fig. 2b. Since S̄(ω)
is symmetric by definition, it is sufficient to show only its
values at positive frequencies. The steady-state polariza-
tion for various Ω and ∆ is plotted in Fig. 2c. Significant
deviations from zero polarization suggests unequal relax-
ation and excitation rates. For the case of a blue-detuned
drive (∆ ≡ ωd − ωc > 0, case A in Fig. 2), the dressed
qubit decays to a steady state closer to its excited state,
meaning Γ↓ρ<Γ↑ρ and the qubit tends to absorb energy
from its environment. In contrast, the red-detuned case
(∆ ≡ ωd − ωc<0, case C) saturates closer to the ground
state, meaning Γ↓ρ > Γ↑ρ and the qubit predominantly
emits energy to its environment. This effect was demon-
strated to stabilize the qubit in a pure state (here, its
ground state) [30], an alternative approach to creating a
non-equilibrium effective qubit temperature low enough
to reach the quantum limit (Teff � Ω).

The above features are apparent in the reconstructed
spectra S(ω) shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, which are de-
rived from Eqs. (6-7) at ω = ±Ω using the data from
Fig. 2 and may in principle be non-classical. First, the
smooth and continuous transition around ω=0 indicates
that our spectroscopy methods correctly connects pos-
itive and negative frequencies. The tilted square pat-
tern in the 2D spectrum S(ω,∆) also indicates that the
spectral peak moves with ∆. The peak amplitude is re-
duced when moving away from zero frequency for the
same drive power, as the mean photon number becomes
smaller (n̄∝ 1

∆2+(κ/2)2 ). Figs. 3c and 3d show that the

extracted Lorentzian center frequencies for coherent pho-
tons follow ω=−∆, and the HWHMs (≈ 0.83 MHz) are
approximately half that of the corresponding measure-
ment for thermal photons (≈ 1.61 MHz). Such a factor
of 2 difference in spectral width is a major feature that
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FIG. 2. T1ρ decay characterization. (a) T1ρ decay with
coherent photons. The selected traces are measured at cav-
ity drive detuning ∆/2π = +1, 0,−1 MHz respectively, and
with the same cavity and qubit drive power (Ω/2π=1 MHz).
The solid lines are exponential fits. (b) Symmetrized noise
PSD with coherent photons vs. Ω and ∆, derived from the
fitted decay constants by using Eq. (6). The markers denote
the cases shown in (a). (c) Steady-state polarization with
coherent photons vs. Ω and ∆, extracted directly from fit.
The color scale, blue/red, indicates that the dressed qubit
predominantly emits/absorbs energy.

can be used for differentiating coherent and thermal pho-
ton sources. We note that the width difference is not
exactly twice, due to the small yet non-negligible per-
turbation from the qubit (χ/κ≈ 0.18), which shifts the
cavity response depending on the qubit state [14]. The
experimental results agree with Eqs. (4-5), validating our
approach.

We implemented the same technique on a second de-
vice with a similar design. The device was measured with
ωc/2π = 8.27 GHz, κ/2π = 1.5 MHz, χ/2π = 0.45 MHz,
ωq/2π = 4.7 GHz, T1 = 35−55µs and T2Echo = 40µs [9].
Fig. 4a shows the spin-locking noise spectroscopy results,
which again demonstrate the characteristic factor of 2
difference between the HWHMs of injected coherent and
thermal photons. We also found that the spectrum mea-
sured without added noise (blue) has a -3 dB point con-
sistent with thermal photon noise. Therefore, we sus-
pected that thermal radiation from higher-temperature
stages in the DR were responsible for the residual cavity
photons and the resulting dephasing. By measuring the
dependence of the dephasing rate on the average number
of engineered thermal-noise photons, we extrapolated the
average residual thermal photon number in the absence of
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FIG. 3. Coherent and thermal photon noise spec-
tra. (a) Two-sided (non-classical) PSD S(ω,∆) with co-
herent photons at various ∆, reconstructed from data shown
in Fig. 2b and 2c. (b) Example slices of reconstructed
S(ω). Plotted are three typical cases with coherent drive
at ∆/2π = +1, 0,−1 MHz and one thermal case which has
no ∆-dependence. The solid lines are Lorentzian fits. (c)
Extracted center frequencies in both coherent and thermal
cases. (d) Extracted HWHMs. The mean value of HWHMs
with coherent photons is 0.83 MHz. The HWHM with ther-
mal photons is 1.61 MHz. The green lines in (c) and (d) are
included as a guide to the eye, since the thermal photons are
generated with broadband noise and have no ∆ dependence.

externally applied noise to be around 0.006, correspond-
ing to an 80 mK equilibrium temperature [9]. During a
subsequent thermal-cycling of the dilution fridge, we in-
creased the attenuation at the mixing chamber (20 mK)
from 23 dB to 43 dB in order to reduce the thermal pho-
tons reaching the cavity (see details in supplement [36]).
This modification significantly increased T2Echo to 80µs
(Fig. 4b), while T1 did not change. The new attenuator
configuration effectively suppresses the residual thermal
photons in our cavity to n̄<0.0006 [36], ten times lower
than the previous level. This corresponds to an equiva-
lent equilibrium temperature of 55 mK. Due to temporal
spread of coherence times and measurement uncertainty,
we could not confirm a lower bound, though measure-
ments of the excited-state population of several qubits
tested in the same dilution fridge found an effective tem-
perature of 35 mK [37].
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fit. Arrows indicate the peak width spanned by the corre-
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(HWHM ≈ 1.1 MHz). Because the injected noise disrupts
the spin-locking condition when the locking drive is weak,
the measured PSDs at the low frequency end (< 0.4 MHz)
are consistently lower and, hence, excluded during fitting.
(b) Histogram of measured T2Echo statistics before and af-
ter adding extra attenuation on the input side of the cavity.
In both cases, the fluctuation mainly comes from temporal T1

instability due to quasiparticles [35]. Grey area indicates the
spread of the 2T1 limit measured with -43 dB attenuation.

To conclude, we developed a spin-locking (T1ρ) tech-
nique for performing non-classical noise spectroscopy
and demonstrated it using engineered photon noise
applied to a superconducting circuit QED system. The
measured noise spectra were used to distinguish between
coherent and thermal cavity photon noise. Using this
technique, we found that residual thermal photons
limit our qubit coherence. By adding attenuation at
the lowest temperature stage, we successfully reduced
the residual thermal photon number and recovered
T2Echo≈2T1. Further improvement may be possible with
more careful choice of attenuator/filter configuration or
active cooling techniques.
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